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Group update
by Karl Beanay

On behalf of our group, I would like to wish you a belated Happy New Year for 2022 and would also
like to thank you for visiting our website and/or reading this Newsletter.
We sincerely hope that you and your loved ones are well and continue to be so in this testing time for
Earthly humanity.
Anyone reading this will be familiar with Billy’s writings and the information coming from FIGU
Switzerland, therefore we have a great deal to be grateful for and have the most important tool to
navigate life and ourselves through the tough times in the best way possible (that being the Creationenergy teaching).
Since our last output the Group continues to evolve, change and be active.
Our website, Facebook, bulletin and newsletter continue to be tweaked and improved as we realise
what works and what doesn’t.
A quick word about our Facebook activity.
We originally decided to create a public FB account for 2 reasons: the first being to fulfil the wish of
the Gremium for FIGU friends to be more active in the public realm and secondly it came to our
attention that some FIGU friends from around the world did not know that there was an interest group
in England so a FB page was a good way to introduce ourselves to the FIGU community.
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After a short while we decided to make the FB page available to English residents only to encourage
more of a community/local participation.
Unfortunately this received no support from FIGU friends in England, so we have gone back to a
public page which will be used primarily to provide updates on group activities or to share important
information.
Group members continue to come and go.
A good and encouraging point is that the group has a solid base and productivity/output is consistent.
Since moving our meetings online, due to the pandemic, we have changed the study segment of our
meetings and this is working really well.
Previously we worked our way through one of Billy’s books but it was suggested that we use the study
time to be more interactive by means of each member presenting something of interest to the group,
the only prerequisite being that it has to be related to the Creation-energy teaching.
Studying an entire book as a group seemed logical but some members had already studied the
relevant book and some admitted that the book in question was only opened during the group study
section.
Although all were engaged during the group study and we had some great conversation during the
book study the new system encourages each member to read/study at home between meetings.
It also allows the personal interests of each member to be brought before the group. This way we
have a good variety of topics and discussions and we have all noticed the increased enthusiasm.
Since our last newsletter we have created a few new off-shoot websites to raise awareness about the
most important aspects of the FIGU Mission. In line with the advice from the Gremium, the websites
focus on peace and overpopulation:
• spreading the correct peace symbol –
https://spreadingofthecorrectpeacesymbol.info
• a countdown timer/time table for the peace meditation –
https://peacemeditation.info
• overpopulation awareness –
https://fightagainstoverpopulation.info
The Group has 2 ongoing projects.
One being the spreading of the correct peace symbol in the London area. We have been leaving
information sheets and stickers at various locations such as Libraries and public notice boards and
monitoring the interest closely (I am sure an update or article will be included in a future Newsletter).
The other ongoing project is the sending out of our Overpopulation letter and accompanying pdf.
booklets to environmental groups and organisations, broadcasters, media, politicians, universities etc.
The letter we have sent can be seen in our last Newsletter (Issue number 8).
We have sent this information out to 100’s of individuals now, unfortunately we have had no enquiries
or interest but we like to think that some seeds have been planted ;-)
Until next time, take care and Salome
Karl
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Technological progress amidst dwindling resources
by Jonathan Steven

I recently took my car to a friend of mine’s workshop for a full valet and a specialist clean-up of some
of the external trim which had begun to look a bit weathered and tarnished. When I went to pick up
my car, I was lucky enough to be able to view at close quarters a brand-new Ford GT which was also
in the workshop for some beginning-of-life specialist detailing work. I am a huge fan of the Ford GT
family, from the car’s original conception as a Le Mans winner in the 1960s to its second incarnation
at the turn of the millennium to the most recent version which has now been exported to private
owners in the United Kingdom. Whilst looking over the car and marvelling at the engineering prowess
and artistic design that had been poured into its creation, I felt a pang of conflict.
We’re currently living in a world where the consequences of our behaviour are becoming increasingly
apparent on our environment. Human activity has grown to a level whereby it is outstripping the
Earth’s ability to compensate for our activity. Carbon dioxide emissions are heating the planet,
significant varieties of flora and fauna are being destroyed, sea levels are rising whilst the Earth’s
minerals and resources are being depleted at a rate that the Earth is unable to naturally replenish. As
the Earth’s population gradually becomes aware of the magnitude of the issue, solutions such as
waste recycling, the use of electric or cleaner internal combustion engines and the reduced usage of
air travel are becoming increasingly accepted as environmental necessities.
So where does that leave technological developments such as the Ford GT? Is it right that cars like
this should still be built in our current environmental crisis? In my own way, I was facing the same
dilemma (and criticism) that Jeff Bezos faced when he very publicly took William Shatner to the edge
of space in October 2021 in his Blue Origin rocket.
The answer must be an emphatic, yes.
The meaning of life is to learn, grow, develop and evolve in all matters whether they be spiritual,
emotional, intellectual or physical. Cars like the Ford GT or spacecraft like the Blue Origin New
Shepard rocket will always have an important place in our society as we grow and evolve, discovering
and learning new ways to do things within the environment around us. Not pushing forward with
innovative engineering ideas would be extremely detrimental and damaging to us as a society since
growth is the fundamental basis of life. Simply reducing our own personal consumption of resources,
be that by not flying or reducing the size of the engine in your car will certainly help the environment
but it is not the complete answer. The answer appears to be much more challenging for society to
accept.
The problem the Earth is facing is chronic over-population. Long-term environmental catastrophe will
only be averted if the global population is reduced. The scale of the problem becomes apparent when
the current Earth population of 9bn people (as of 31 December 2020 in accordance with Plejaren
calculations) is compared to that which is sustainable long term, namely 529m. That is a huge
differential. The number of 529m has been calculated by considering the surface area of the planet,
the availability of arable land and the living space with which people, plants and animals need for free
living and development. A five- person family needs about one hectare of land for gardening, selfsufficiency and for moving about freely. 12 people need approximately one square kilometre of fertile
land. If we want to truly tackle the major environmental challenge we have in front of us, then we have
to acknowledge that we need to start considering smaller families. Pure mathematics would indicate
that in the short to medium term future, families need to accept a maximum of one if not two children
in order to ensure a humane and civilized reduction in the overall, global population.
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It is perfectly natural at Earth mankind’s current state of technological development to utilise the
Earth’s resources to push the frontiers of engineering with projects such as the Ford GT and the Blue
Origin New Shepard rocket. Utilising the raw materials necessary for such projects with a 529m
population would allow the Earth to naturally and harmoniously replenish those resources since this
level of human activity is sustainable long-term. What is unacceptable is the scale of environmental
destruction now being inflicted upon the planet by a population size the planet is simply unable to
cope with.
Although I wish I did, I don’t actually own a Ford GT, I own an old Land Rover. Is it a guilty pleasure?
No. It’s an honest one. I have a small family.

Thoughts about reality, truth and belief
by Karl Beaney

Truth and knowledge are very important elements in any human beings life, but are particularly
important once one starts on the path of the Creation-energy teaching. When one finds the FIGU
material and, largely, accepts its validity, a belief that one has found the truth is often prevalent. Yet
the core of the teaching is to turn away from belief and turn towards knowledge. If one really wants to
be certain that one has found the truth and is no longer dealing with belief one has to delve deeply
into what truth, belief, knowledge and assumption are, and what the differences between them are.
This is an interesting and extensive topic so i will try to condense down some of my thoughts,
realisations etc. about the matter.
As with most FIGUan’s the term truth-searching human being is a designation that I like to think
applies to me and so I have a keen interest in truth, reality and all such matters. Many of my
realisations and thoughts about this subject are a result of some very interesting conversations with
my partner. The background story goes like this: Often when we have been out walking and discussing
various subjects I normally end up referencing the truth, or what I consider to be the truth. Now my
partner is not a FIGUan (although she has no problem with my interest and study) and she sometimes
plays devils advocate during these conversations by countering my views or interpretation of the truth
by saying “well that’s your truth”. This in turn leads to me responding to the taunt with “there can only
be one truth, so the truth is the truth”. Quite rightly Catherine’s reply is: “but what makes your truth
more correct or better than someone else’s truth?” This is a very important question that all truth
seekers should encounter at some point.
Basically Catherine sums it up as: “You believe that you have found the truth and that the information
that you study is correct but someone else who studies Christianity, for example, will say that they
have found the truth so their views and beliefs are correct for them and your views are correct for
you.” I found this to be a poignant statement and have since occupied myself with this theme.
I will turn away from the background story/introduction now and start the article with what I have come
to realise (rightly or wrongly) is the very foundation of truth and knowledge. I am absolutely certain
that Billy would give a different and far better explanation but this is my attempt to convey my findings
and experiences, so please only take it as such. For any event that has ever taken place and for all
events, actions, happenings etc that will follow in the future there is only one version of reality.
Therefore, any personal views, opinions or beliefs that are not in accordance with reality are purely
just that, a view, opinion or belief. Referencing the FIGUan and Christian in the example above, we
could add a third person who is atheist and a fourth who is Buddhist. All believe they follow the truth
yet there can not be 4 versions of the truth.
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It is similar to the following example. There is a car accident involving 2 vehicles, an individual in each
car and a single witness across the street who catches a glimpse of the accident. When interviewed
after the accident each individual gives their account of the accident and we end up with 3 slightly
different accounts of the event. However, the differences are not in what actually happened, the
differences are in the perceptions, experiences or recollections of each participant. The reality or the
truth about what really happened can and will always, with any event, be based in a single event
taking place. In short there is only one version of reality. Truth is reality and reality is truth!
When we are talking about one specific event in the present moment it is relevantly easy to ascertain
the truth if one’s full and clear perception is concentrated on it (like the car accident example above).
But human beings, as a collective, are not content with merely living in the present. We want to know
more, we are curious, we ask questions about all aspects of life and want to find the answers. We
want to know what happened in the past and we want to prepare for or influence the future. This is
the origin of progress. But this is also the point where truth, or reality, is not so clear and we create
thoughts, theories, ideas etc. about reality without actually knowing the full story. Somewhere in this
process is where belief enters the picture.
All knowledge in this regard is constantly being increased and improved upon, so, in many areas like
science or astronomy, we can only KNOW some of the whole picture. We are limited by our means
of observation or the tools/instruments we possess (that includes our own thinking and thought
processes as well as equipment and technology). Like this knowledge will never be fully complete,
yet we can say we know this (y) because we have sufficient proof/answers/ explanations for it (y)
and/or we don’t know this (x) because we don’t have sufficient proof/ answers/explanations for it (x).
In terms of conversation and debates among the everyday folk, scientists, journalists etc. knowing the
above doesn’t seem to help dispel belief. Let’s use the well known example of the Earth orbiting the
Sun. In the 1500’s it was accepted (believed) that the Earth was the centre of the universe.
Copernicus’ and Galileo’s work and findings proposed this wasn’t the case, yet it met resistance
because it went against the belief at that time. In time the belief that the Earth was the centre of the
universe has evaporated through the knowledge that the Sun is the centre of our Solar system. Yet,
one can see why the view that the Earth was the centre of the Universe was held at that time.
Nowadays, we know that our Sun is the centre of our Solar system and our Solar system is part of a
galaxy in which everything orbits a central star/black hole. Our galaxy is one of very many. We know
this now but knowing this raises new questions that we don’t know the answers to, and so the process
continues. In this way all sorts of beliefs are held today that will undoubtedly be proven to be incorrect
in the future.
So far we have determined what reality is (in a very simple form) but how do we KNOW anything for
sure? How can we be certain that the reality has been discerned. For a human being to know
something one has to firstly receive information, this could be through ones own observation or to be
presented with information from an external source, it doesn’t really matter. The next part of the
process is to think about the information using as much logic and reason as possible. In this phase
questions should be asked to help ascertain whether the information that has been received makes
sense; Does it have any weak or contradictory points, does existing/previous information support it
and so on. Any arising thoughts and questions should be thoroughly explored and considered. Only
when all thoughts and questions have received satisfactory explanations and/or answers should one
even consider that truth has been discovered. And it is this part of the process where complications
and differences arise. All human beings are completely individual so one human’s thinking processes
and abilities regarding logic and reason will be different to the next one’s. But we should embrace this
fact, for we can not change it!
This is an important area so let’s delve a bit deeper: Imagine there are 2 different human beings with
individual ability regarding thinking, logic, reason etc. One is rather gifted in this area and the other is
less so and they are both presented with the same wealth of information regarding the Earth at the
centre of the Universe or Sun at the centre of the Universe/Solar system issue. They are presented
with information ranging from the beginning of the matter up to modern day information.
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One soon comes to the conclusion that the Sun is the centre of our Solar system and that our Solar
system is part of a galaxy, after examining the information presented to him/her. The other person
likes the idea that the Earth is the centre of the Universe, for whatever reason it matters not. They
then have a conversation about their choices, each explaining to the other the reasons for their choice.
After the discussion they both still hold the same views. They both believe that they know the truth
but this shows that there can be and is only one version of reality, both of them are not correct.
This article is only concerned with discerning the truth for oneself, because the above highlights that
ascertaining truth and knowledge is solely a matter of the individual. This may seem contradictory to
generally accepted knowledge in academic terms because in academia handed down ‘knowledge’ is
accepted to be correct and this handed down ‘knowledge’ is often not thoroughly questioned
/examined. But on my way to ascertaining the truth I have realised that only I can use and rely on the
tools (my own thinking, questioning, researching, logic and rationality) required to ascertain the truth.
To come to the most accurate understanding of reality possible is the task of finding truth and in order
to do this only I can prove or disprove something to myself.
Of course, it is important that I receive information from external sources as well as my own senses
and experiences. These external sources can be news reports, scientific discoveries/ papers,
conversations with fellow human beings and so on, the list is endless. But it would be completely
against knowledge and KNOWING to accept other peoples work without examining it and thinking it
through for myself. So even if handed down knowledge, school books and scientists claim a certain
fact it should not be simply accepted or believed to be true, because history clearly shows that
accepted and handed down knowledge can be contrary to the truth. Unless it makes complete and
utter sense to me and my processes of thinking I shouldn’t accept it as knowledge or truth. I can’t
because I haven’t done the work myself and if i haven’t done the work for myself (with my powers of
thinking, questioning, logic, reason etc) it is just a belief in what the scientist, school book, parents
etc. have presented to me. The above shows that one’s own thinking processes is the decisive factor
in proving and/or determining reality and truth.
It is important to be aware of the fact that just because one has thought about a matter, subject, issue,
etc. with as much thinking and logic as possible it does not necessarily mean that the truth has been
determined. Perhaps some truth has been realised, perhaps not. Regardless the truth seeker will be
aware that truth and it’s resulting knowledge will be an ongoing process so one should never rest on
one’s laurels in regard to the truth, even if some truth or knowledge has been achieved through one’s
own thinking ability.
The nub of the issue, no matter how it is dressed up, is that using one’s own thinking, logic, reason,
rationality etc. is the only means to decipher reality and to therefore find truth and gain knowledge as
a result.
When it comes to gaining knowledge and making progress in any area of life, it is indisputable that
the best, most efficient and effective way to do this is when truth or reality is used as the basis for
knowledge or progress. If anything other than truth or reality is used the more difficult the progress
becomes - the less truth, the less progress.
As a student of the Creation-energy teaching my intention is to increase my own personal
evolution/learning. In order to achieve this goal it is my task to try to find the truth in every aspect of
life, if possible.
In todays world it may be a lonely endeavour to search out the truth and to think for oneself but if one
declares to have found the truth then one realises that it is not a place or a book. It is a journey that
never stops. It is an ever continuous training of the mind. My personal conclusion is that it is my duty
to myself and to the Creation to try and behave like a truth-searching human being in every matter.
For what can be greater, particularly in todays world, than to live in reality and truth?
To conclude I would like share a few verses with you from Semjase’s presentation to Billy during the
10th Contact on Wednesday 26th March 1975.
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Semjase:

Semjase:

46. And therefore there is only one existence
which rules everywhere in the universe –
only one Creation, only one truth, one
knowledge, and one essence of wisdom,
which are equally directed and remaining
the same for eternal times.

46. Und es gibt daher nur eine Existenz, die
überall im Universum herrscht – nur eine
Schöpfung, nur eine Wahrheit, ein Wissen und
eine Weisheit, die für ewige Zeiten
gleichgerichtet und gleichbleibend sind.

92. But to become such a human being in
prosperousness, one must seek and find the
truth, create knowledge from it, wisdom and
love; because the human being is only able
to grow spiritually and consciousness-based
through truth, knowledge, essence of
wisdom and love, wherethrough s/he is
liberated from all human weaknesses.

92. Doch um zu einem solchen gesegneten
Menschen zu werden, gilt es die Wahrheit zu
suchen und zu finden, daraus Wissen zu
schaffen, Weisheit und Liebe; denn der Mensch
vermag nur in Wahrheit, Wissen, Weisheit und
Liebe geistig und bewusstseinsmässig zu
wachsen, wodurch er von allen menschlichen
Schwächen befreit wird.

97. Hence, a self-analysis of the individual
human being is one of the most essential
methods for finding the truth and for going
the way of the consciousness-based and
spiritual evolution.

97. Daher ist eine Selbstanalyse des Menschen
im einzelnen eine der wesentlichsten Methoden,
um die Wahrheit zu finden und den Weg der
bewusstseinsmässigen und geistigen Evolution
zu gehen.

105. Besides this creational-philosophical
consciousness there is still the practical,
dynamic, creational one; that is, the mystical
consciousness, which consists of the
perception of the one reality in all things.

105. Zu diesem schöpferisch-philosophischen
Bewusstsein hinzu kommt noch das praktische,
dynamische, schöpferische; das heisst, das
mystische
Bewusstsein,
das
aus
der
Wahrnehmung der einen Wirklichkeit in allen
Dingen besteht.

106. May the human being therefore be a
practical philosopher and mystic and
perceive the reality in the changeable
passing forms.

106. Der Mensch sei daher praktischer
Philosoph und Mystiker und nehme die
Wirklichkeit in den wandelbaren vergänglichen
Formen wahr.

Source: Contact Report 010

Freedom - Part 2
by Aleksander Pogroszewski
Throughout Earth history those who gain power in nearly every case will not give this up willingly, the
adulation and idolisation of the masses can have an extremely egocentric effect on the psyche, which
can only be fought through a logical and rational examination of oneself, but these individuals believe
in the case of religion that they gained power by some divine intervention, or otherwise that nobody
apart from them could possibly be in charge, because everyone else will never be as knowledgeable
and wise.
Those in power always see the people as a threat to their position, unless they can be controlled in
their thinking, ideology, desires and so forth. There have, is, and unfortunately still will be,
psychopaths who kill millions, through wars and genocide, to name a few of the more recent
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megalomaniacs, Joseph Stalin, Adolf Hitler, Slobodan Milosevic, Saddam Hussein, Pol Pot etc... but
throughout history there are those who have committed mass slaughter and Billy has stated (Billy
Meier Questions and Answers video, They Fly Productions 2015) that in the last 10,000 years there
have only been 250 years of peace.
But truly religion as a means of control has been the most effective in eliminating Earth humanity:
(BEAM/Plejaren Contact Report (CR) 610)
Here is only a brief excerpt from the 'murder balance' of the Catholic Church, which claims for itself
the realization of Christian charity, but has exercised the exact opposite of it. The historian Karlheinz
Deschner wrote in 1986: "After intensive preoccupation with the history of Christianity, in antiquity,
the Middle Ages and modern times, including and especially in the 20th century, I do not know of any
organization of the world which is at the same time so long, so continued and so terribly burdened
with crimes as the Christian Church, especially the Roman Catholic Church" (in: 'Die insleidigte
Kirche', Freiburg 1986, p. 42 ff.):
– Murder of people of other faiths in one's own country; Inquisition: for centuries; approx. one million
dead. – Murder of people of other faiths in one's own country and abroad; murder of Jews; many
millions dead.
– Murder of people of other faiths in other countries, especially Muslims; crusades: many millions
dead.
– Murder of natives of conquered lands, e.g. Indians: approx. 100 million dead, the greatest genocide
of all time.
– Murder of enemies of war and their families; countless wars inspired and blessed by the Church;
many millions dead.
– Murder of disabled people; demanded, involved or tolerated, e.g. in the Third Reich; thousands of
dead. – Murder of regime opponents of dictatorships with direct church involvement, e.g. in Argentina.
– Murder of ethnic groups within a state with direct church participation; e.g. Serbs in Croatia in the
1940s or Tutsi in Rwanda in the 1990s.
– Murder of animals; devaluation as 'soulless' beings and release for slaughter; billions and trillions
of deaths.
Source:
-

Contact Report 610

History is there for us to learn from and correct our mistakes, but at this point Earth humanity only
seems to be slipping further into the abyss.
(BEAM/Petale-level, Decalogue p.54)
195. Human being of the Earth, you are not better and not worse than other life forms, yet however,
much more misled than all known to us.
196. This, however, also only in the unvalues of your unreal and incomprehensible CULTlSH religions,
which find no others like them in all levels or universes known to us.
Source:
-

Decalogue Dodecalogue

The Petale-level is the highest Pure Creation Energy level, before entering the Creation BEING itself,
and have been in existence for 3, billion years, compared for the average Earth human existence of
about 8, million years, and if you consider our Creation has 7 dimensions, each with a material
universe, and in each of these there are unlimited different space-time configurations, all of which
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have galaxies and solar systems which have or had planets capable of human existence, then you
can see that we really have got things wrong!!!
But no religion or others who instigate the slaughter of human beings can accomplish any of these
atrocities unless they have the support of others, who are willing to do their bidding and have lost their
ability to freely think in a logical and rational way and who live their lives far from the Creational laws
and recommendations.
So how do you get the people to do your bidding? You have to control the rhetoric and thereby the
thought process. Throughout history those in power have used censorship and propaganda to govern
the masses: (CR 498)
Ptaah:
7. As you know, Alexandria's library was the largest with the most handwritten records at that time.
8. In fact, it housed around 800,000 very valuable scientific scrolls.
9. The scientific handwritings, however, fell victim to an unprecedented wave of destruction during
antiquity.
10. Everything was destroyed in the 4th century by the delusion of the Christianity.
11. This, when the aim was to destroy everything that did not fit into the Christian belief.
12. These Christian belief-delusion-based destructions took not only place regarding the library of
Alexandria in ancient Egypt, but also everywhere in Asia Minor, in the direct Roman Empire and in
Greece etc., where as a whole all libraries were destroyed and burnt down.
13. In Rome alone there were about 30 public bibliothecas and a very large number of private libraries
and collections of writings which fell victim to Christian delusion.
14. That which altogether was completely destroyed in wide sections of Rome, Asia Minor and
Greece, and so forth, according to our annals, amounts to about 1,341,700 natural science scrolls.
15. Many of these hand-written texts described very valuable medical cognitions and techniques,
besides actual technical inventions, which, if these records and plans had been preserved, would
have led to the human beings of Earth conquering the outer space and settling on other planets
already more than 200 years ago.
16. Furthermore, by the Christian destroyers 2,828,300 scrolls with political, literary and poetic written
works were eliminated or stolen and incorporated into the new Christian Church.
17. All the works of antique academics and masters thus disappeared from public knowledge and fell
into oblivion.
18. Everything disappeared as if it had never existed and just as if the Earth-humans no longer knew
how to use their thoughts, no longer gained cognitions, and no longer made inventions.
19. And all this only because the mighty of the new Christian Church let destroy, burn and eliminate
everything that could not be reconciled with their Christian belief-delusion.
20. Thus not only were all bibliothecas, collections and libraries of non-Christian culture radically made
to disappear, but also all non-Christian temples, synagogues, houses of God and houses of prayer
were declared blasphemous and were just as completely destroyed as all the valuable old
handwritings with all the very important notes for the progress and the development of the Earthhumans.
21. The scrolls were not only berated as godless and blasphemous, but it was also forbidden under
severe punishments to read the recorded texts.
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22. Even the private homes were searched by the Christian henchmen, and if any scrolls were found
during the search, they were burned publicly, and their owners held to account in an evil way.
23. This also happened in the year 367 AD in Alexandria, when the local bishop Athanasius ordered
such raids on houses, whereby bloody punishments were also carried out for non-Christian owners
of writings, which partly also cost human lives.
24. In the year 391 A.D. in Alexandria even a deadly hunt against owners of non-Christian writings
was brought into being, to which a larger number of human beings fell victim.
25. In the year 409 A.D. Emperor Constantine issued a decree by which mathematical scientists were
also punished with the death of incineration if they did not themselves publicly burn their mathematical
notes and they did not renounce mathematics.
26. Ultimately, only a few writings were preserved that were well hidden at the risk of the owners'
lives.
27. It was not until the 15th century that they were rediscovered, and it was not even half a percent of
what originally existed of what was destroyed by the Christian belief-delusion and belief-fanaticism.
28. But also the remaining writings suffered a defeat, because the Christian fanatics were of course
still concerned about destroying the ancient, important knowledge they regarded as contrary to the
Christian belief-delusion.
Source:
-

Contact Report 498

Due to the advent of technology, new ways of control and censorship have had to be taken by those
in positions of power, which presented itself, via radio, moving pictures, tabloids and so on. This was
especially perfected by Jospeh Goebbels the chief propagandist for the Nazi Party, and slowly but
surely perfected and controlled today by the elitist, who own or influence nearly everything you see,
hear or read through newspapers, magazines, films, television, social media the internet, education,
politics and all and everything that can influence the thoughts of Earth humanity.
Why is it so important to control the human thinking? This is because each thought we have is sent
out as an electro-magnetic swinging wave, these are not bound to any matter, but nonetheless include
energies and unfold powers which can be of immense might.
(BEAM Goblet of Truth (GOT) p467)
275) Consider, the swinging waves of your thoughts and feelings always impinge there, where they
come upon equalities, therefore upon thoughts and feelings of the same or similar kind, in which case
distance is of no significance, since the swinging waves are so fast that they hurry around the world
in a fraction of a second and strike your fellow human beings at the farthest parts of Earth and bring
about new effects in them.
276) So it is given that negative or positive thoughts and feelings from you individuals, you humankind
of Earth, can bring about good or evil in all the world, by striking individual people of your kind, small
or large groups or even whole peoples who are aligned to your thoughts and feelings; thus they can
then forcibly trigger deeds and actions that are completely different in their forms to your mental and
feeling-based impulsations, and yet nonetheless find their origin therein.
277) Since your thoughts and feelings swing out into the world and somewhere strike any of your
fellow human beings, so you carry co-responsibiIity for their actions, and indeed both in the negative
and in the positive; it can also be that when carrying out deeds and actions, abominable things happen
which you yourselves had never thought of, the origin of their coming about, however, still leads back
to your own thoughts and feelings; truthly you are in constant connection with all your fellow human
beings and their deeds and actions, whereas you yourselves are also struck by the returning effects
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of the thoughts, feelings, deeds and actions, which burden your consciousness and through which a
building up of going in a circle results.
Source:
-

Goblet of the Truth / Kelch der Wahrheit

So, our thoughts influence us, the environment and all other human beings, by sending out electromagnetic waves in the form of an impulsation that can either be examined by your material
consciousness in a rational and logical wise and thereby equalised, or can impact those fallible and
susceptible Earth humans who have lost their freedom of thought, due to the fact that they have been
coerced, brainwashed or proselytised by other human beings into a deluded belief in a religion, sect,
false ideology or philosophy.
The material universe we are in came into existence through an idea of the Creation and is composed
of Creation energy in coarse substantial form for us to begin our evolutionary process and slowly work
our way towards a pure energy form, but because we cannot yet perceive the fine fluidal energy that
pervades all and everything, we can easily be deceived into thinking that life is only about the material
and what we can gain from it, something which has gotten seriously out of control for humans on
Earth. If you consider the current thinking of Earth humanity it can easily be seen that money and
material possessions have become a virtual obsession amongst the majority, everything we currently
do is based around earning money so we can buy material goods, obviously we are in a material
existence and therefore to be able to live and survive we need clothing, food, shelter etc… But we
have taken this to an extreme and want to have possession of far more than is actually necessary,
this comes about from corporations through advertising that influence all of us.
Just looking at the fashion industry alone, it is easy to see how many different styles have come about
in recent years and the affect this has on the vast majority to conform with current trends, then it
becomes apparent that other industries also play on our desires, simply brought about by adjusting
our thinking to keep on purchasing. Corporations and those that run them only desire one thing, an
increasing profit margin, they will do absolutely anything to achieve this and think nothing of exploiting
other humans or destroying the environment and nature in the process.
We as humans have a profound influence on each other through our thinking and subsequent feelings,
we have a need to fit in and find it difficult to stand out from the crowd, we like to show our success
by trying to shine in front of others and have gotten into very negative ways of thinking through our
greed, jealousy and numerous other uncontrollable desires, which lead us further from our
evolutionary purpose.
(GOT p.485)
36) Truly, and as you chase after your material things, you do not notice that your requirements and
wishes increase continuously as you fulfil them, because you always demand more and are not
satisfied with what you have; and your unsatisfaction does not know any end, because you strive for
more and more and are thus never able to come to rest, through which you also find no time to turn
to the search for the creational truth, to which you do not use even one thought and not one feeling,
therefore you cannot awaken yourselves out of your wrong mode of life either.
Source:
-

Goblet of the Truth / Kelch der Wahrheit
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The meaning of life and death
by Jonathan Steven
My young daughter is currently reading The Hitchhikers guide to the galaxy by Douglas Adams and
is about to learn that the answer to the ultimate question of life, the universe and everything is 42.
Back in the real world, the meaning of life and what happens to you when you die remains an enigma
to many people. On Earth we have a myriad of religions that attempt to explain what happens next
when our current life comes to an end. This can range from a reincarnation of the soul or a
transportation to a heaven or a hell. Often, in today’s western culture people find the issue of death
so challenging that they refuse to face it and avoid talking or even thinking about it, preferring to allow
their thoughts to become fully distracted and absorbed by the trappings of modern life. Whilst going
to work to pay the rent or the mortgage and spending quality time bringing up a family are clearly
important components of life, it does not do well to ignore the fact that at some point, sooner or later
you will die. Despite the intellectual and emotional challenge it is surely of enormous importance to
consider the enigma of death and with it the just-as-important associated meaning of life before your
days run out.
Just over forty years ago, Billy Meier put forward an explanation concerning life after death and the
meaning of life that was so radical repeated attempts were made on his life because this teaching
pushed against the established thinking of the time – and it still does today. Billy’s explanation is
challenging for established religions because his teaching puts forward the concept that there is no
heaven, no hell, and no reincarnation of the soul (or personality) but there is in actuality a reincarnation
of an individual’s spirit form.
Billy teaches that a human being’s mind is made up of a number of components (otherwise known
collectively as the overall consciousness block).Together these components allow you to control the
mechanisms of your own body and allow you to make consequential decisions which guide your
thinking and your actions to shape the direction of your life. Your mind and its associated personality,
the essence of who you are, is integrated into the functioning of your brain in a physical (or coarse
material) manner. However, your consciousness is also interlinked throughout your body by an energy
(or fine material) field because the world in which we live is made up of both coarse matter and fine
material energy.
Upon death, Billy teaches that your overall consciousness block separates from your body. With no
energising consciousness, the body starts to decay and is then laid to rest in accordance with an
individual family’s customs and wishes. Having been separated from the physical body, the
personality of the deceased human being dissolves and all the learnings and experience of the life
just lived are processed. For Earth humans this is conducted within a pure energy sphere connected
to and intrinsic to the planet Earth. The overall consciousness block then goes to work on building a
new personality for the next incarnation of the human being. A new personality is essential as it will
allow the human being to grow, develop and build upon those learnings experienced and
acknowledged in the previous lifetime. When a foetus formed by two parents (which in most likelihood
are completely unrelated to the family of the previous personality) reaches 21 days, the spirit form
containing the renewed overall consciousness block merges with the foetus, empowers it and initiates
a heartbeat. When the baby reaches full term a new human being with a new personality is born.
However, that person has an unbroken spiritual lineage with their previous incarnation (and likely
numerous ones before that). When we are born into a new life, we all have to go through childhood
again, we have to learn to walk, talk, read, write, and form relationships as part of the building of a
whole new life for ourselves. It may feel that we are leading our current lives for the first time. From
one perspective this is true because each incarnated lifetime is distinct from all previous others as
every incarnation hosts a unique personality. However, in every lifetime we are building on the learned
experiences (successes and failures) of previous incarnations and our current lives will reflect the
evolutive position from which we left our previous life.
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Billy teaches that every human being has an immortal spirit form comprising an energy based overall
consciousness block. The meaning of life is to utilise every incarnated lifetime to evolve by learning,
growing, and enhancing your knowledge, wisdom, thoughts, feelings, and behaviour. For right now
and for the foreseeable future our spirit forms are limited to ongoing incarnations in physical bodies,
but in the future the possibility exists to transcend onto higher levels of pure energy-based
consciousness – but that is still a very long way off for Earth humans at their current level of evolutive
development.
For most people on Earth direct access to the knowledge and experience of previous lives is extremely
limited.
This is because every person has a failsafe built into them which only allows direct access to the
experiences of previous lifetimes when that person has the evolutive maturity to deal with them. For
example, learning that you were murdered in a previous lifetime is likely to be tremendously
distressing. In this type of scenario obviously a significant level of emotional control would be needed
to process that information – hence the failsafe. Memories such as we have them of events in our
current life do not usually pass from one lifetime to another. Information from previous lifetimes is
stored and can be directly accessed from your own personal storage banks deep within your inner
consciousness using meditative practices. In this instance the information is retrieved more along the
lines of data from a computer hard drive. However, more commonly in today’s society, evolutive
impulses based upon previous lives are fed subconsciously into an individual’s conscious thought
without that individual being aware as to their exact nature.
Billy’s teaching of what happens when you die and the meaning of life has undoubtedly been a “hard
sell” in the light of what is still widely accepted teaching by Earth’s major religions.
Facing up to no heaven, no hell, and no reincarnation of your personality (it will be you living in the
future, but as a newly formed unique individual) will undoubtedly be a challenge for many people
across current and future generations. However, this teaching has the potential for profound social
change in our society. When there is widespread realisation that the legacy of peoples’ lives isn’t just
limited to that of their own children, but to themselves personally because they will be returning to live
in whatever state they leave the planet behind in, the focus as to the way and how we are living will
adjust dramatically.

To truth seekers and cruel critics
by Gregory Cherifi

To the few seekers of truth, the receivers of knowledge, and the keepers of wisdom, peace, true love,
freedom and harmony: My new endeavour is to reunite with you through the refined energy and
purpose that will lead us into togetherness and connectedness with each other.
To the many unmerciful and cruel critics: do not be so quick to reject of what needs to be explained
and spread, for it is high time you shall know that amidst the loud noise and clutter of crowded cities
there are also quiet voices ready to offer a second hand to support both truth and true humanity.
Therefore, let no feelings of hostility germinate and harden within you as you read the following;
for the very first hand that has tried to reach you seven times since the beginning of ancient times
comes from the Love that overcomes all that is to come and has gone before you, the humanity of
Earth, and its highest values and virtues are reflected in the splendour of natural freedom and
harmonious beauty as they take root and blossom through the branches of the tree of true life and
eternal peace.
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This reality is now within your grasp, with a goblet to quench your thirst for truth and to refresh your
feelings with pure waters of the clear words of knowledge and wise sayings bubbling from the
fountains of the source of creative-natural laws and directives, for when these waters are slowly
absorbed, assimilated and digested, they therefore suddenly become more valuable than muddy
rivers of diamonds and dirty streams of gold previously coveted because of primitive materialism and
uncontrolled thinking.
This seventh task and duty is the work in the strong hand of the last 'Herald of the Modern Era', which
has yet to be laboriously ploughed for you and for those who long for the ripe fruits of vigorous
knowledge teaching, to be sown in the fertile ground of the Semjase Silver Star Centre by its small
community and smaller circles around the world, never to be uprooted ever again.
To know that a seed of life when cultivated in a soil of "hate, fear, belief and conflict" is the root of war
which then sprouts to be harvested later amongst the great masses by the subtle manipulations of
some ruthless, heartless and wisdomless leaders, but who hide their true faces in the shadows of the
rotten branches of divine lies and pious delusion, is mainly due to control you and prevent anyone
from discovering how the creative natural truth blossoms and blooms forever in knowledge, wisdom,
peace, true love, freedom and harmony, and so ends my message.
To all of you, a blossoming Salome, for all times, henceforward!

– In

Loving Memory of Plejare Sfath –
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